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place (evidenced in the curious and 
apparently random selection of texts 
under discussion in the book) leads 
to a strangely homogenizing project, 
in which a number of very disparate 
texts all end up demonstrating the 
same thing: 'the continuing power of 
colonialism to deform any liberatory 
politics' (p. 7). This is one of the 
wearying effects of too much theory, 
graf\ph)ting and all, in that it's often 
so anxious to generate new 'discur
sive formations', to coin new words, 
that the specificity of the old words, 
the old places, is simply forgotten. 
Donaldson's insight, about the per
vasiveness of colonial ideologies in 
so-called 'progressive' thinking, is so 
crucially important that it needs a 
whole wealth of evidence to back it 
up, not a tentative sampling of texts 
as historically and generically un
related to one another as The Tem
pest and Peter Pan. It's like imagin
ing that the flora of the world is 
adequately represented by a few cut 
flowers. 

Of course this could be part of 
the point. There is something sinis
ter and absolutely shaming about 
realizingthatPeter Pan, that book so 
many children lisped their way to 
bed with, is part of the same para
digm that empowered the British 
Empire (p. 79). It is true that in a 
world as horribly unequal, as full of 
exploitation, as our own, all domi
nant discourses do, on one level, say 
the same thing. Donaldson's point is 
that even discourses which set them-
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selves up as oppositional, are actu
ally still spoken and enacted within a 
dominant paradigm, so that the anti
sexism of We of the Never-Never, a 
1982 Australian film, only acts to 
'displace questions of colonialism, 
racism, and their concomitant vio
lence' (p. 62). She does argue with 
Gayatri C. Spivak, though, in her 
contention that both Jane Eyre and 
Bertha Rochester speak for femin
ism (although there is something 
terribly wrong when, as Donaldson 
claims, leaping to your death from 
some flaming battlements can be 
construed as an act of defiance). As 
though weary herself of the col
onialist claustrophobia she has un
covered, Donaldson turns eagerly 
near the end towards a new kind of 
analysis, a hybridized form offemin
ism that won't make the old mis
takes again. Zora Neale Hurston has 
shown us the way, forcing us 'to read 
against both the patriarchal West
ern tradition and the will to organic 
identity in some feminist theories' 
(p.l14). But when Zora Neale Hur
ston did it it was an act of daring, of 
vision, of regeneration, not an 
anxious and bland bringing together 
of ideas we are becoming used to 
toying with. Perhaps the truth is 
that academics, like gardeners, can 
only graf\ph)t what is already there: 
it takes a wilder kind of coupling, 
and one towards which Decolonizing 
Feminisms can only gesture, to pro
duce new life. 
Suzanne Raitt 

Proceedings include short papers, 
country reports, some useful intro
ductions to themes which emerged, 
and one or two special contributions 
commissioned later. 

This is not a heavy read. The 
contributions are short, varied and 
very much 'of the moment'. The 
country reports, for example, rep
resent individual snapshots, one 
woman's view of what seemed im
portant in her country at that point 
in time. 
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Surprisingly, since all of this is 
two years old, these 'of the moment' 
contributions have wom well. The 
thoughts of this mixed group of 
women were prescient and picked up 
on trends which have subsequently 
grown in importance. So Scandi
navian suspicions of the European 
Community come through clearly, as 
do confusions in Westem Europe 
about the relationship between 
nation, state and race. There are also 
perceptive analyses of the 'maleness' 
of the new power structures emerg
ing in Eastem Europe and of the 
implications of this. The other main 
theme is sexual politics, a constant 
subtext in current political develop
ments. 

Although differences are ex
pressed and some criticisms made by 
one group or another, a commonality 
of approach does emerge in the book, 
based on an apparently shared 
ability to live experience and begin 
its analysis at one and the same 
time. Especially useful in this sense 
are Nora Rathzel's discussion of ra
cism, Pragna Patel's description of 
how race and gender concems inter
sect in a precise context, and Jacque
line Heinen's analysis of religious 
fundamentalism in Poland. 

The European Forum of Social
ist Feminists was, and is, a loose, 
unstructured organization based on 
individual members and a minimum 
of hierarchy. It comes together in 
annual conferences and via an oc
casional newsletter. Its members are 
those who wish to join and can ident
ify with the name (more on this 
later). The organization has ex
tended its membership in recent 
years into Southem and Eastem 
Europe. It is interesting that an 
organization of this kind is better 
able to accommodate new members 
and new concems (though this is 
never easy) than organizations with 
more formal structures and pro
cedures. This collection suggests, for 
example, that quite strong links 
have been made through the EFSF 
with women in Eastem Europe; the 

kind oflinks that more formal organ
izations are finding hard to replicate. 

However, by the time this book 
was written the name of the Forum 
had become a problem. One theme 
running through the book concems 
the definition of the term socialist 
feminist and its meaning and rel
evance in the nineties. This centres 
on two questions: first, is there still a 
need to identify a part of feminism in 
this particular way, and is there 
enough common ground to do so? 
And second, is it appropriate for the 
Forum as an organization to keep 
this title, since for many Southem 
and Eastem European women it 
seems to tie feminism to unaccept
able forms of political power? 

The evidence from this book sug
gests that the members of the Forum 
do by and large share common con
cems and approaches if not necess
arily strategies. Expressing these 
openly seems particularly important 
at a time when much of feminism is 
becoming 'mainstreamed'. Some 
counterweight to this inevitable (and 
necessary) development is badly 
needed. 

Such a project might well be 
labelled socialist feminist. But not if 
it inhibits women with particular 
experiences from joining in. This 
issue was not resolved at the Nor
wich meeting, but at the next EFSF 
conference (held in Ostend in Octo
ber 1992) the decision was taken to 
rename the organization the Euro
pean Forum of Left Feminists. 

The change was necessary and 
generous though many regretted 
contributing to the current trend of 
rendering socialism invisible. This 
book suggests, however, that social
ism in its true sense is still present in 
the organization whatever the name. 
It also makes clear the practical 
difficulties involved in giving any 
real content to this at a trans
nationallevel. 

Catherine Hoskyns 


